
Research Methods for the Social
Sciences: An Introduction

If students want to write a research paper, first of all, they need to understand the difference between a
literature review and annotated bibliography. Both are the most significant elements of both thesis and
different types of research papers. A good essay writer or researcher is one who has a proper
understanding of the differences and similarities between annotated bibliography and literature review.

Both are considered significant because they provide the reader with the context of different cited
sources which are related to specific research questions or objectives. The main focus of the literature
review is on the findings of specific research papers or articles while annotated bibliography emphasis on
the validity, quality, and relevance of cited sources with the research question or problem.

It is challenging for the students to develop a good research paper due to a lack of basic understanding
of annotated bibliography and literature review.

Students can get paper writing service from different service providers all around the world because
they are well aware of the differences between literature review and annotated bibliography. They can
provide the students with customized papers and help them in providing the specific part of the papers
as well such as literature review or annotated bibliography.
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Literature Review

A literature review includes the summaries of the research findings of the research articles or work of
other authors. In the literature review, different sources can be used such as scholarly journal articles,
magazines, interviews, and textbooks. It also includes the critical analysis of the specific work and helps
the researchers to use this work in the development of the specific research project. The main aim of the
literature review is to find gaps in the existing literature and provide information on how your thesis or
research paper would help in fulfilling and addressing these gaps. It also helps in questioning the
different arguments in the existing arguments or claims of the different writers.

Annotated Bibliography

The bibliography is defined as the list of all sources which researcher utilizes to develop a high-notch
research paper. a researcher must be aware of all the sources which he includes in his research. Usually,
a bibliography is taken out in APA format which includes the information about the document title, name
of the author, publication date, and page number. The information of the sources also depends on the
type of source which we are using when write my paper.

If we are using a scholarly article we need DOI in order to include it in the citation while if we are using
a source from any website we require a URL. There are different uses associated with bibliography, the
main significance is to provide the readers proper information about the sources and how it has been
used in the paper. It also helps in the verification of information on the basis of which paper gets
developed.

In an annotated bibliography, the researcher provides the summary of all those sources which he uses in
the development of the paper. Identification of accuracy, quality, and bias in the work are the different
purposes of annotated bibliography.

In annotated bibliography sources get listed in an alphabetical manner according to the specific
formatting style. The summaries of sources in an annotated bibliography usually consist of 150 words
but they can be varied in different situations. If you need help in assignment you can ask
myperfectpaper.net for help.

Differences

● A literature review is written in a conversational tone such as an essay tone. It aims at
relating the finding of different sources to your research problem. While annotated bibliography
is written in a more factual and structured form. It includes the evaluation of the different
sources which may not have a direct relation with the research question.

● Another difference between the literature review and annotated bibliography is the length.
The length of the literature review usually consists of 6000-12000 words while in annotated
bibliography the summaries revolve around 150 words per source. So it can be analyzed from
this difference that literature review is the comprehensive appraisal of the sources while
annotated bibliography includes the concise assessment of the current knowledge or different
sources.

● An annotated bibliography provides the summary of the different sources for essay writing
while in literature review critical analysis is also included along with the summary of the
sources. Literature review connects different studies with the research questions while
annotated bibliography does not provide direct relation with the research problem.

● In the literature review, the researcher provides a summary, evaluation, and analysis of a
specific subject, topic, or claim while annotated bibliography provides different facts about the
sources which can be used for the development of a specific argument or claim.

● The literature review provides knowledge about the pros and cons of the topic along with
in-depth detail while annotated bibliography revolves around the relevance, accuracy, and
quality of the different sources.

● Most of the time literature review comes from annotated bibliography but annotated
bibliography cannot come from the literature review.
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Students, who are doing their thesis or working on a research paper, should develop their literature
review while utilizing annotated bibliography of the paper. Information in the annotated bibliography can
be presented in the bigger picture if researchers use it in the form of a literature review. The literature
review will provide critical analysis of the information and source. Many students do not understand all
these differences. If you do not get these points you can request to write my essay or paper to different
online writing companies. It will prevent you from the confusion of literature review and annotated
bibliography. You can also get help from your supervisor or professor.
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